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Party, government 
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Legal revolution?
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Dictatorship 
established (1933–4)

Phase 1: Military hands 
over to civilian cabinet (Oct 1918)

Hitler’s foreign policy (1933–9)

Hitler as a war leader:
blamed for later military blunders

The foreign policy of the 
Weimar Republic (1919–33)

Indoctrination, education
and youth movements

Parallel institutions 

The uniqueness of Hitler’s impact?

Total war and the contraction
of the Third Reich (1942–5)

Europe under Nazi rule (1939–45)
Exploitation of 

countries’ national wealth

Form alliance with Russia
(Treaty of Rapallo with Russia, 
1922, Treaty of Berlin, 1926)

Decrease demands of
Treaty of Versailles

Origins and development
of the Holocaust: 

intentionalist vs. structuralist
approaches

Compliance and complicity Rejected by the 
Volksgemeinschaft

Poland → Denmark/Norway → France → Battle of Britain → Russia

Poor working/living
conditions for citizens

Secrecy of 
programme

Vulnerability of 
Weimar democracy

Nazi Germany as part of a 
collective experience?

2. Elections, Constituent 
Assembly, constitution and 

legal framework 
established (1919)

Strength and appeal 
of the Nazis

Support and opposition:
new research on willing 

complicity and various forms 
of dissidence (incl. Youth groups)

Nazi economy:
Geared towards Lebensraum,

self-sufficiency and war

The social impact of
economic policies 

(1933–45)

Blitzkrieg and the expansion
of the Third Reich (1939–41)

The Jewish response to persecution

Personality and evil:

Germany’s ‘special path’?

Phase 2: Kaiser abdicates and
German Republic declared (Nov 1918)

Phase 3: Rise and suppression of 
communists: Spartacists suppressed 

(Jan-Mar 1919), Bavarian Republic of 
Soviets overthrown (Apr 1919)

3. Instability (1919–23): Treaty 
of Versailles demands (1919), 

inflation (Nov 1923)

4. Recovery/Stresemann Era (1923–9):
Stabilization of currency (Rentenmark),
Dawes Plan (1924), treaties with Russia 

and Europe/ League of Nations

Discontent with surrender: blame of Jews, 
socialists, liberals, Catholics, especially by völkisch

groups, incl. DAP/NSDAP (1920)

1. The ‘German Revolution’ (1918–19)

Hitler replaces Drexler as
Party Chairman (Jul 1921)

Sturmabteilung
formed (Jul 1921)

Failed Munich Putsch, Hitler’s
imprisonment (Nov 1923)

NSDAP refounded (Nov 1925)
and uses constitutional path to power

through electoral appeal

1925–9: refocus NSDAP on 
nationalism, ‘November Criminals’,

Versailles ‘diktat’ → slow but 
steady electoral gains

Banking collapse (1931)

Mass unemployment

Failure of Reichstag to agree on
solutions to economic crisis,

increasing use of 
presidential decrees erodes 
parliamentary democracy

of NSDAP (1930–2)

Hitler wins Chancellorship
in 1933 despite failing to gain 
Presidential position in 1932

Attempts to curb 
SA violence (1930–2)

Proportional representation
coupled with…

Authoritarian phase of
Weimar Republic (1930–3)

… proliferation of parties led 
to paralysis of Reichstag

and regular use of 
presidential decree

Anti-democracy
sentiments

Seen as an imposed regime 
(Snyder, Heuss)

Nostalgia for Second Reich
(Moeller, van den Bruck, Junger)

Inability of political parties to win argument 
for democracy (Fraenkel), and intense rivalries

Hindenburg’s Presidency
and use of Article 48

Broad base of support 
for NSDAP

Hitler’s personality –
charismatic and opportunistic

Strategy – legal route to power in Reichstag,
broad appeal to different groups,

anti-détente, anti-communist, anti-Semitic

Propaganda and organization –
combined formula to attract, then 

win supporters

Papen and Schleicher curb return 
to parliamentary sovereignty (1932)

DNVP aims to create
broad movement of right 
(incorporating NSDAP)

30 Jan 1933: Hitler appointed Chancellor
Feb 1933: Calls election, suppresses opposition
Mar 1933: Election returns NSDAP gains

Victory due to: 
1. surprise election
2. resignation of Parliamentary Rights
3. propaganda and force diminish opposition

Nazis take over local 
offices by force

Enabling Act (March 1933)
Disruptive SA leadership purged 

by SS (Night of the Long Knives, Jul 1934) 
= Hitler wins military allegiance

Strategy of legality

Electoral popularity, Enabling Act 
and subsequent laws created legal 

basis for power

‘Formalistic conception of a 
“legal” seizure of power’ (Bracher)

‘Revolutionary’ or
adapted regime?

Intentionalists 
(Bracher, Hildebrand)

Structuralists
(Broszat, Mommsen)

Kershaw: ‘Working 
towards the Führer’

Propaganda and culture
(radio, film, journalism, 

architecture etc.)
Test of war (Blitz-
krieg vs. Total War

Phase 1: Partial Fascism (1933–6), job creation
Phase 2: Four-Year Plan (1936), autarky
Phase 3: Blitzkrieg (1939)
Phase 4: Total War (1941)

Rejection of:
- those with genetic ‘impairments’
- ‘asocials’ (criminals etc.)
- race ‘enemies’ (esp. 

Slavs, Gypsies, Jews)

Stresemann – reconciliation with 
rest of Europe (Locarno Pact (1925), League 
of Nations (1926), Kellog-Briand Pact (1928)

Lebensraum beyond
1914 borders

Mass executions (e.g. Kharkov, Lidice)

Involving US, Japan, 
North Africa, in addition to

fronts with Britain and Russia

History of anti-Semitism
throughout Europe

Culpability of functionaries
that enabled the process Mass emigration

(1933–8)

Appeasement
Deception or compliance in camps

Riots/escape e.g. 
Sachsenhausen,

Treblinka, Sobibor

‘banal’ evil (Arendt) vs.
‘vanity of evil’ (Housden)

Double-lives
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